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Cover photo: An adult Eleodes suturalis
beetle w ill assume a defensive posture
when startled , and then secrete a repellent
from his abdomen. The grasshopper
mouse, well aware of this, seizes the
beetle and sticks him hindforemost into
the sand where the beetle discharges his
secretion harmlessly. The mouse can then
eat at leisure, tidily leaving the last-part of
the abdomen. The larval stages of this and
six other beetle species are known as false
w ireworms, and the damage they can
inflict on wheat is described in an article in
this issue of Farm & Home Research .
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False wireworms bear

watching

• A repeat
performance?

•

•

False.wireworms are staging a
comeback.
Seven species of beetles (the larvae, or
young beetles, are the "worms" and do .
most of the damage) are collectively
called false wireworms. They were
important pests of wheat in the
semi-arid areas of the Great Plains
.during the early part of this century.
But farmers changed their cropping
practices in the 1920's and 1930's.
They alternated wheat with other crops
and used summer fallow. This broke up
the crop continuity and prevented the
insects from completing their life
cycle.
Now there's a trend toward continuous
wheat, year after year in the same
fields.
It boils down to economics, as so many
things do. It's more .profitable to get a
70-80% return every year than a 100%
return_·every other year.
It's not just speculation that false
· wireworms could be taking big bites
out of your wheat checks. Over 5,000
acres of wheat were destroyed by false
wireworms in eastern Pennington
County in 1973.

Greatest damage 1s
under continuous wheat
Th is is the same general area where
wheat is being grown continuously.
Application of liquid nitrogen and
seeding in stubble results in sustained
annual yields 80% of summer-fallowed
wheat. High wheat prices in 1973 and
1974 encouraged farmers to grow
wheat continuously. As continuous
wheat spreads, false wireworms are
going to be more important.

C. 0 . Calkins and V. M. Kirk•
• Calkins : former instructor, Entomology-Zoology Department and research entomologist, Northern Grain Insects Research lab, now at Insect Attractants, Behavior,
and Basic B iology Research Lab, Gainesville, Fla ; Kirk:
professor, Entomology-Zoology Department and research entomologist, Northern Grain Insects Research
Lab.

A grower may elect to plant continuous
wheat for several reasons. (1) He may
decide to try a variety with more
drought resistance. (2) Early rains may
indicate that sufficient moisture is
present to establish a stand and normal
spring rains will carry the crop to
harvest. (3) He may seed in stubble on
the gamble that enough snow was
trapped to produce the moisture
needed for good yields.
Other factors he'll consider are: (1)
land prices and taxes high enough to
convince him that he can 't afford to let
his land lie idle every other year, (2)
such high prices of wheat that even a
nominal yield would be profitable, and
(3) relaxation of wheat acreage
allotments. These factors probably
work in combination with field
conditions to determine how he will
plant.
Moisture and price of wheat will have
the greatest influence on a grower's
decision.
We have a hard time pinning down
false wireworms as the culprits when
stand damage occurs. Injury is often
confused with that caused by true
wireworms, white grubs, cutworms,
and Hessian fly, and by winter kill and
wind. Damage may be spotty, but in
extreme cases, entire stands have been
destroyed.
False wireworms are present in low
numbers in most wheat fields in
western South Dakota under normal
circumstances. Each species has one
generation a year, but when conditions
are right, populations can increase
greatly in one or two generations.
Continuous wheat is the right
condition.

One larva can
take out a row
Although false wireworms attack the
seeds ~nd young seedlings of
sorghum, corn, alfalfa, and small
grains, they do the greatest damage to
winter wheat. The adults (beetles) that
feed on wheat kernels scattered on the
ground after harvest are not regarded
as economically important, but the
larvae attack fall-seeded grain
immediately and destroy it before
germination.
One larva alone can work along a row,
leaving a trail of devastation . He
destroys the kernels as they are
planted, and then as seedlings sprout
he feeds on the young plants.
However, once vigorous root systems
have been established, feeding
damage becomes less apparent.
When germination is delayed because
of low rainfall, seeds are subject to
attack for longer periods.
We have found that the more severely
damaged fields have one or more
things in common. (1) Wheat was
grown consecutively for 2 years or
more. (2) Wheat was planted on ground
recently converted from pasture sod.
(3) Wheat was planted in fields in which
wheat was destroyed by false
wireworms the previous year. (4) Fields
had poor weed control during summer
fallow. (5) Damage occurred in the
vicinity of the previous year's straw
stacks, shocks, or rain-lodged wheat
(adults were attracted to these areas,
fed on the grain , and stayed to lay
eggs).
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Most serious damage occurs where wheat is grbwn continuously.

How many false wireworms are enough
to cause economic damage to wheat?
We have observed that just under one
larva per foot of drill row might be
considered borderline.
However, in South Dakota,
recommendations for treatment are
based on the appearance of damage
rather than on larval numbers.
Summer fallowing normally begins
about a month after harvest. Discing or
subsoiling ·at this time is very
destructive to false wireworm pupae,
eggs, and some larvae, and discing
again the following spring destroys
many more.
Throughout the summer, food for the
larvae and shelter for the adults can ·be
eliminat'e9 by keeping the field free of
vegetation (large numbers of adults
have been found under Russian
thistles, in clumps of volunteer grain ,
and in weeds near the edge of fields).
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Systematiq rotations with crops such
as sorghum, milo, and (under certain
conditions) corn will reduce
populations to below economic levels.
A system of rotation with wheat for 2
years, sorghum 1 year, and summer
fallow for 1 year reduced false
wireworm injury and increased yields
in western Kansas.

The beetles don 't divulge their plans to
us. We can't say that false wireworms
will again limit the growth of dryland
wheat on the Great Plains.

But we do know that conditions are
turning in the beetles' favor.
Widespread damage by these insects is
occurring in the same general area
where wheat is being grown
continuously. In the meantime, be alert
to the potential damage that may occur Eleodes sutralis beetle and two different stages of larvae.
in your fields .

••

•

Nemas
Corn leaves dry and rattling. Wheat
stands thin and the heads half filled.
Earlier hopes of a bumper crop blasted
like the plants. And complications from
another enemy.
Nematodes.
Not something you can immediately
put the finger on. They're tiny
roundworms, barely 1/25th of an inch
long. The ones among them that feed
on plants destroy the fine feeder roots,
interfering with the plant's ability to
pick up water and nutrients. That's how
they add to the troubles you already
have during drought or dry weather.

•

Yes, there are nematodes underfoot.
They live wherever plants grow. And a
lot of other places, too. You could ~ash
away all other matter in the universe
and still be able to recognize the
outline of our planet-the mountains,
the valleys, the lakes, the salt seas-by
the film of ne,matodes that would be
left. A single acre of cultivated soil can
hold hundreds of millions.

Figure 1. Section of infested corn root showing lesion nematodes and eggs forced
from root during specimen preparation. Actual length of root piece is
about Y4 inch.

Most soil living nemas are harmless;
some are even beneficial. But several
hundred are plant parasites and are the
causes of a variety of plant diseases
(see Figs 1-3).
A plant-feeding netna. pier~es a root
cell with a stylet (compare it to a
hypodermic needle) and sucks out the
cell contents somewhat like the way a
mosquito draws blood from your arm
.
(Fig . 4). .
If the cell dies as a result, it is usually
invaded by bacteria or fungi. If the cell
doesn't die, it and its neighbors may be
stimulated to enlarge or multiply.
This means that common signs of
nematodes are root rotting, galls, and
stunted growth . In either case , the
plant will be unthrifty. It suffers from
lack of water and nutrients.
Nematodes have been implicated in
the decline of South Dakota
shelterbelts, alfalfa, lawns, and range.

•

J . D. Smolik·
·Assistant professor, Plant Science Department.
The aid and cooperation of producers W. Davis, H. ·
Froke, and G. Harvey and of FMC representative H.
Randall is gratefully acknowledged .

Figure 2. Enlarged view of area circled in Figure 1. Note eggs (E) and nematodes
(N) being forced from root.
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about nematodes and their effects on
small grains and row crops. One way to
do that is to use nematicides to
compare nematode-free crop
production with the yield a grower
usually gets.
We used Furadan@ and Counter@ as
nematicides in this study. Both are
corn rootworm insecticides; at high
dosages they can also be used to
control nematodes.

•

(The dosage rates used in this study
were experimental and are not
currently recommended .)

Figure 3. Lesion nematodes coiled within cortex of corn root. Frequently bacteria
and fungi follow nematodes into roots and thus compound nematode
damage.

The effects of nematicide with and
without fertilizer were studied in
continuously cropped small grain and
sorghum plots at the Plant Sdence
Research Farm, Brookings. Corn .
studies were conducted in producer
fields in Brookings and Moody
cotmties. Small grain plots were 8 rows
wide and 24 feet long. Sorghum plots
were 2 rows wide and 21 feet long. ~
Corn plots were 4 rows wide and 40 feet
long; however, only the middle 2 rows
were harvested.
The nematodes we extracted were of
all types-free-living, predaceous, and
plant parasitic. We collected them by
digging thre~ to six soil samples from
each plot, thoro_ughly mixing the soils,
and extracting the nemas from a 200 cc
subsample.

•

.,
v
1

This procedure didn't account for the
nemas that enter and live within plant
roots. The number of them in a gram of
dry-weight root for corn and sorghum
was determined and added to the total.
We are only concerned with the plant
feeders in this study. They were mostly
stunt, dagger, and lesion nematodes.
We found lesser numbers of spiral,
lance, and pin nematodes.
Figure 4. Head of a dagger nematode. Note the partially extruded stylet which is
used to pierce root cells. This nematode is one of the most damaging
found in South Dakota.

Rangeland nemas
eat as much
as cattle
Assuming, for example, that
nematodes could be .c ontrolled on
rangeland, and that what they now
consume could be made available to
cattle, the carrying capacity of the
range could probably be doubled.
Ranchers could run twice as many
cattle.
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Assuming control is the big hurdle.
Nemas can be controlled by
separating plant host and nematode.
This is accomplished in non-range
country by fallowing, crop rotation,
and other cultural practices.
There are also nematicidesc_hemicals that kill nemas-available.
But using nematicides over vast
grassland areas is impractical,
uneconomical, and environmentally
unsound.
Nematicides and cultural practices
may work in eastern South Dakota,
however. First we've got to learn more

Fertilizer application did not influence
nematode popul_
a tions and thus, where
applicable, nematode numbers are the
average of fertilized and non-fertilized
plots.

Nematicides
increased yields
The effect of nematicide treatment on
yield of spring wheat in fertilized and
non-fertilized plots is shown in Table 1.
Nematicide treatment increased yield
20% in fertilized plots and 32% in
non-fertilized, and also significantly
reduced nematode numbers. The
effects of fertilizer were not significant,
possibly because of the very dry
season .

•

•

Tabl~ 1. Effect of nematicide treatment on yield of spring wheat and nematode numbers
in fertilized and non-fertilized plots, Brookings.
Fertilized
Check
Bu/A2
% increase
Nematode numbers

Treated

18.5

Non-fertilized

1

Check

22.3

Treated

18.6

24 .4

20%

32%
Final
1566
198

Initial
1480
1356

Check
Treated

1 Furadan
2

broadcast at 12 lb a.i./A.
Significant increase for nematicide treated(P = 0.01) , fertilizer N.S. Avg·. of 6 replications.

Table 2. Effect of nematicide treatment on yield of barley and nematode numbers in
fertilized and non-fertilized plots, Brookings.
Fertilized
Check
Bu/A 2
% increase
Nematode numb~rs

Non-fertilized
Treated 1

36 .5

Check

36.3

Check
Treated

Treated

28.5

Initial
1137
1097

38.0
33%
Final
1190
244

1

Furadan broadcast at 12 lb a.1./A.
Sign ificant increase ·tor nemat icide treated without fertilizer (P = 0.01 ); fertil izer increase significant without
nemat1c ide. (P = 0.05). Avg . of 6 replications.

2

Figure 6. Greenhouse grown winter barley
inoculated with grass root gall
nematode (left) and noninoculated (right) .

•

•

Figure 5. Root ball of greenhouse grown
western wheatgrass showing
galls caused by grass root gall
nematode. Actual size of galls is
1/16 - 1/8 inch.

One of the principal plant parasites in
the spring wheat plots was a stunt
nematode. This nematode has
previously been shown to damage
turfgrass and, under greenhouse
conditions, to reduce growth of spring
wheat.
Yield increases were not sufficient to
offset the cost of the chemical. It's
possible that more work with lower
rates will result in an economically
feasible program.

Figure 7. Enlarged view of galled root tip of winter barley. Note nematodes within
the galled tissue.

Nematicide treatment of barley
resulted in a yield increase of 33% in
non-fertilized plots. (Table 2). No yield
increase occurred in the fertilized
plots.
A substantial amount of head lodging
was noted in the fertilized plots, and
this may account for the lack of
treatment effect.
Nematode control was excellent, but
again the yield increase did not offset
chemical costs.

We are watching winter barley closely
for future nematode damage. We
recently discovered a grass root gall
nematode on western wheatgrass (Fig.
5) in western South Dakota native
range. Under greenhouse conditions
the ne11Jatode is quite damaging to
winter barley (Fig. 6 and 7). This
nematode was not present in the
spring barley plots and has not been
found in eastern South Dakota.
However, it may be a potential threat in
winter barley areas of the state.
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Table 3. Effect of nematicide treatment on yield of sorghum in fertilized and nonfertilized plots, Brookings
Non-fertilized

Fertilized
Check
Bu/A 2
% increase

Treated'

16.5

Treated

Check

19.5

14.1

10 .6

18%

34%

'Furadan applied in 6 in . band at 4 lb a.i./A.
increase for both treatments. P = 0.01 . Avg . of 6 replications .

2 Significant

Nematode control in sorghum resulted
in yield increases of 18r1 in fertilized
plots and 34~ in non-fertilized (Table
3). Nematode control was again very
good (Fig . 8) . Fertilizer effects were
also significant, possibly because of
the longer period of growth of
sorghum compared to spring wheat
and barley. The precent yield increase
in the non-fertilized plots was greater
than in the fertilized .

•

This situation has previously been
noted with turfgrass , and it appears
that nematode damage may be
increased when plants are under
stress .
Table 4. Effect of nematicide treatments on yield of corn, Brookings County.
Bu/A 2
% increase

Check

1 lb Furadan'

2 lb Furadan

4 lb Furadan

37.3

43.4
16%

55.3
48%

57.7
55%

'Furadan applied in 7 in. band at indicated rates .
Yield ol 2 and 4 rates significantly (P = 0 .05) greater than check and 1 lb . No significant difference between check and
1 lb or 2 lb and 4 lb. Avg . of 4 repl ications. Yield of No. 2 ear corn at 15.5% moisture .

2

Table 5. Effect of nematicide treatments on yield of corn , Moody County.
Bu /A 2
% increase

Check

1 lb Counter'

1 lb Furadan

2 lb Furadan

4 lb Furadan

60 .4

54 .7

63~
5%

717
22%

85.4
41 %

'Chemicals appl ied in 7 in. band at ind icated rates .
..
2
Yield of 2 lb and 4 lb sign ificantly greater (P = 0.05 ) ·ttian· yi eld of ChElCk_. 1 lb C and 1 lb F.
Avg . of 3 replications. Yield of ·No. 2 ear corn at 15.5% 11'1oisture.

--------- -

1
2
3
4
5
6
7·
8
9
·1 0
.11
12
13
14
.15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

County
Bon Homme
Bon Homme
Bon Homme
Bon Homme
Brule
Moody
Moody
Brookings
Brookings
Brookings
Clark
Moody
Moody
Moody
Moody
B rookings
Brook ings
Deuel
Brook ir'JS
Deuel
Deuel
Hand

Cropping
history

Corn on soybeans
Corn on oats
Corn on corn
Corn on corn

Corn on corn
Corn on corn
Corn on barley
Avg
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The effects of nematicide treatment on
corn were studied in two locations.
Plots were established in a producer's
field in Brookings County, and
Furadan was applied at three rates
(Table 4). Sign"ificant yield increases of
48 and 55% occurred at the 2- and 4-lb
rates respectively.Theyield increase at
1 lb was not statistically significant.
All of the rates gave excellent
rootworm control ; however, only the 2and 4-lb rates controlled nematodes
(Fig . 9) .

•

A similiar study was conducted in
Moody County with the addition of
another treatment, 1 lb Co~nter (Table
5) . Yields were generally higher in the
second study, primarily because
moisture was more adequate and
because the field escaped the very
early frost that occurred in Brookings
County.

Table 6. Survey samples and est imated loss - corn, 1974.
Sample
number

We found equal or higher numbers of
nematodes in neighboring sorghum
fields, compared to the experimental
plots. Apparently we have been
overlooking nematodes as a problem
in sorghum production . Further
studies are planned .

Number of
plant feeding
nematodes

Estimated
yield
loss

2.201
1,011
1,247
1,271
313
1.669
2,531
1,823
2,118
1.101
901
487
1,104
1,143
801
1,450
2.246
2.216
1,785
3 .267
1,452
3.674
1.628

38%
18%
22%
23%
7%
29%
43%
32%
37%
20%
17%
10°to
20%
21 °·0
15°0
26°·0
3goo
38%
31°0
55°0
26°0
62°0
2goo

Results were somewhat similar in that
only the 2- and 4-lb rates resulted in
significant yield increases (22 and 41 r;
respectively). There were no
sign ifi cant yield differences between
thecheck, 1 lbCounteror1 lbFuradan .
All of the rates of Furadan controlled
rootworms , however, 1 lb Counter did
not do as well in control of rootworms
or nematodes, which appears to
account for the lack of treatment
response. It is possible that at higher
rates the response may have been
different. We found a significant
relationship between yield and
nematode numbers at harvest (Fig . 10).
Using data obtained in the Brookings
and Moody Co . experiments, we could
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Figure 9. Effect of nematicide treatment on nematode numbers
in corn, Brookings County .

Figure 8 . Effect of nematicide treatment on nematode numbers
in sorghum plots.
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yield on nematode numbers
for data obta in ed from
Moody County ._

directly relate precent yield loss to
nematode numbers at harvest (Fig . 11 ).
This was used to estimate yield losses
in a survey of producer fields (Table 6).
Estimated yield losses ranged from 7 to
62rf w ith an average of 29 r;.

Frequently the highest nematode
numbers were found in fields where
corn follows corn. However, the
highest populations were present in a
field where barley was the previous
crop (Table 6) .
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This was the first year for studies of
nematodes in small grain and row
crops in South Dakota. It is possible
that the relationships we found this
year may not hold true under different
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Figure 11 . Linear regression of percent
yield loss on nematode numbers tor data obtained from
Brookings and Moody counties .

conditions.The 1974 growing season
was dry. Consequently, plants were
frequently under stress which may
have enhanced nematode injury.

indicated that some inbred corn lines
possess nematode resistance.
Possibly this resistance can be
transferred to hybrids.

Also, a single year's study does not
allow establishment of
recommendations, and this report
should not be considered as such . The
same kind of results, however, are
coming from nearby states .

We 're not prepared to quess how much
damage plant-feed ing nematodes q,.o
in South Dakota annually . There is
general agreement that damage runs
into several hundred million dollars
nationally. Nemas can cause a 10 to
25r; annual reduction in crop yield
annually; there 's no reason to suppose
they 're any better behaved in South
Dakota crops.

We are doing more extensive studies
on both corn and sorghum this year
(1975). Chemicals are not the only way
nematodes can be control led, and it is
possible we can come up with a
rotation scheme that will aid in control.
Initial greenhouse studies have also

They make a difference to you,
especially in dry years , and that's why
we are digging deeper into nematode
research .
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Recovery

from

sod

webworms

Nature Ii-cks her wounds
Where there's a bare patch of ground a
plant will try to grow. If man doesn 't
interfere, it will be followed by other kinds
of plants, and eventually a community of
plants will cover the bare patch . That 's
natural plant succession , and it's Nature's
way of revegetating disturbed areas on
native rangelands.
How fast range recovery happens
depends on the extent of damage and the
climate, especially precip1tat1on .

Intermixed with the excellent stands of
wheatgrass , Gartner found a large number
of broadleaf plants and dead crowns of
warm season shortgrasses , such as
buffalo and blue grama, which evidently
were set back more than the western
wheatgrass .

Recovery of areas damaged in 197 4 by sod
webworms in northwestern South Dakota
has both good and bad features as far as
range forage production is concerned,
according to Bob Gartner, range ecologist
with SDSU.

" Of course, in this example of natural (or
secondary) plant succession in a single
year we must recognize that cool weather
and above-normal prec1pitat1on in the
spring of 1975 favored the growth of
western wheatgrass ."

Hardly a spear of grass was evident in early
summer 1974 on some areas damaged by
sod webworm, reports Gartner.

Sod webworms chewed their way into
South Dakota notoriety in late May 1974
when farmers and ranchers near Firesteel
noticed what appeared to be sizeable
patcheS' of dead grass in pastures and
range . Dewey County Extension Agent
Herbert Lippert sent samples of damaged
sod to South Dakota State University for
analysis. Extension entomologist Ben
Kan tack in late May confirmed presence of
large numbers of sod webworm larvae.

"Only a sparse growth of broadleaved
plants and a heavy layer of dead mulch on
the ·g round were commonly observed in
May and June last year where webworm
damage was severe ," he adds .

"Th e mulch-mostly cheatgrass or
Japanese brome-looked as if- a layer of
straw had been spread over these
damaged areas." The severity of insect
damage varied considerably throughout
the area from the Missouri River west to
Montana and from the Belle Fourche river
north to North Dakota.

In June of 1975, however, Gartner found
healthy, vigorous western wheatgrass
growing on these same areas that
appeared to be heavily damaged a year
earlier.

"Man couldn 't have done a better job of
revegetation in a single year even if he had
seeded western wheatgrass," he says ,
explaining that this native, cool season
grass reproduces naturally by

Frank Shideler·
• Agricultural publicat,ons editor. SDSU
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underground stems. "In mid-June in many
area~ western wheatgrass was about 12 to
15 inches high, restoring much 01 the
productivity of the range.

· As conditions became known, more
widespread damage was observed,
especially in thousands of acres of
grasslands of the northwestern quarter oi
South Dakota.
Ralph Cole, SCS area range
conservationist at Rapid City points out,
" An important lesson to be learned from
the 197 4 sod webworm infestation is not to
panic when dealing with a natural insect
on native grasslands. These and other
insects have been attacking grasslands
for centuries, while man sees the problem
in a short span of time . The major
management lesson to remember is don 't
add overgrazing to insect damaged
areas. "
Grazing management apparently had a lot
to do with the exte'n t and severity of sod
webworm damage in 1974 and earlier,
according to Gartner. "Th e damaged
areas where grazing pressure was
reduced, or which were not grazed in
1974, showed the most spectacular

recovery in 1975. From an economic and
total energy expenditure viewpoint, it 's
lucky they had not been plowed and
planted to short-term crops ."
Damage from the insect was most
extensive on ranges weakened by
overgrazing, even if for only one season .
Where damage was patchy , western
wheatgrass resumed its growth later in the ·
1974 season . Livestock then seemed to
overuse these patches of new growth
which created new management
problems, specifically spotty overuse .
Damage was mmif!1al and recovery more
rapid on healthy, high condition ranges .

t

Apparently 1974 was " one of those years "
that favored massive populations of sod
webworms. Long-time ranchers in bot_h
the Isabel and Faith areas recognized
similar damage to native rangeland in
years past, according to Gartner, who 1s
stationed at theAgricultural Research and
Extension Center in Rapid City .
Surveys by SDSU and Soll Conservation
Service personnel in early summer 1914
indicated that sod webworm damage to
ranges was most common on the
finer-textured soils such as clayey and
silty range sit~s.
Hill tops and ridges were seldom
damaged . Damage and larvae infestations
appeared to be restricted to slopes and
nearly level areas.
Concave slopes, where snow or moisture
·accumulate , usually get heaviest livestock
use in a pasture. Subsequently, annual
grasses (like Japanese brome) became
readily establish~d as the native grasses
became weakened . Also , vegetation and
range sites generally differ between gently
sloping and ridge positions. While these
changes are subtle, ridge-top texture, soil
moisture, vegetation cover,·or a
combination of these may have been the
keys that triggered sod webworm
infestations, especially on areas that had a
large accumulation of annual grass
mulch .
Gartner points out that heavy range
damage from sod webworm was readi'ly
apparent in June 1974 from a distance.
Many damaged areas were almost solidly
covered by stands of dandelions which
produced a reddish color . This spring , a
whitish backdrop was formed by the
flowers of western yarrow , a low-level
native forb, not nutritionally important,
that was growing in damaged places.
In June 1975 a close inspection of areas
damaged in previous years revealed dense
seedling stands (less than an inch high) of
fringed sagewort. This non-nutritive weed
which is difficult to control even with
chemicals, also showed up last fall as a
brownish cast to damaged areas.
Gartner says an abundance of this plant
could become a serious problem in the

•

•

•

•

tutu re. The natural
succession-dandelions , other
broad leafs and then grasses- may take a
long period· to be re-estab li shed and is
dependent upon comp licated , sometimes
delicately balanced factors .
South Dakota is one o't the few states with
a mixture of both cool and wa rm season
grasses which can be manipulated and
used for a " stretched " grazing season
from early spring through late fall .

must be done under strictly controllable
conditions."
Gartner believes growing season
<:leferment would be the most economical
method for permitting recovery of
damaged ranges, providing adequate
numbers of western wheatgrass plants are
present to afford rapid vegetative
reproduction .

" We have visual evidence in 1975 that,
given the proper combination of
environmental conditions, Nature can
repair damaged rangelands more rapidly,
more efficiently, and more economically
than man. In our haste to improve on
Nature, we sometimes forget that
catastrophic events have occurred in the
past and the damage has been repaired
without our help, " Gartner concluded.

Sod webworm damage was more
detrimental to warm season shortgrasses
than to western wheatgrass and other
taller grasses. Thus , wheatgrass has
become a dominant feature of the insect
damaged ranges in 1975.
Gartner m.ai ntains that the cont inued
dominance of western wheatgrass at the
expense of the warm season shortgrasses
either through a combination of insect
-damage , climatic factors or overgrazing
might dis.turb the " double production "
system that has developed over eons of
time .
" ff the cover of warm season grasses was
permanently lost, it would severely affect
rangeland productivity in the form of
livestock, wildlife, or water yields, "
Gartner says. "The safety valve in this
situation was the fact that many warm
season grasses grow on the tops of hills or
ridges where sod webworm damage was
absent or minimal; hence the highly
desirable combination of vegetation was
not destroyed ."

Roy Roth (left) and Dewey County Agent Herb Lippert examine an area infested by sod
webworms in 1974 about 3 miles east of Isabel. The grass in the foreground had been
frequently mowed and had no sod webworm damage. The unmowed grass in the
. background with excessive mulch accumulation was severely damaged by ins_ects.

Comparing insect damage on burned and
on adjacent unburned ranges afforded
some interesting contrasts. E_xamination
in June 1974 ot two areas which were
burned by wildfires tndicat~g sod
webworm larvae were absent or less
abundant than on adjacent, unburned
areas.
Fire may have either reduced or
eliminated larvae or unfavorably altered
the environment for the insects.
Burning that removes old growth , such as
mulch and standing dead vegetation, also
results in more uniform grazing use.
One of those burned areas was revisited in
June 1975. Range recovery was evident on
the burned area and on the adjacent
unburned area which had been severely
damaged by webworms a year earlier.
However, the rate of recovery was more
advanced and more rapid in the burned
area .
Ga,:-tner emphasizes that he is not yet
advocating burning as a method of
controlling sod webworm . " We need more
information about burning and its total
effect on the range-and we always must
consider the fact that such procedures

This pasture (about 20 miles north of Dupree in Ziebach County) had been infested with
sod webworms in the spring, and the photo was taken July 30 , 1974. Under deferment
from grazing the western wheatgrass plants produced seed stalks , even though the
stand had been thinned . Without defermentof insect damaged pastures, cattle concentrate on areas of regrowth vegetation, graze closely , and cause additional damage to the
range . (Soil Conservation Service photo , courtesy Ralph S. Cole)
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Although we'll still have some
problems during peak harvest periods,
the U.S. grain transportation system
will adequately meet 1975 demands.
There are several reasons for this
favorable outlook. The massive
movements of previously stored grains
to export has been substantially
completed. Lower crop production in
1974 was accompanied by declines in
domestic consumption and sales to
foreign countries.
In addition, improvements have been
made in railroad equipment, rail car
utilization, truck utilization, and in the
structure of the total grain marketing
system.

Less grain will
be moving
Total movement of U.S. grains is
projected at 203.2 million short tons
(2,000 lb) for the 1974-75 crop year.
That's 26 million tons below the
1973-74 movement.
Accounting for this drop will be a 17.6
million ton reduction in exports and an
8.4 million ton reduction in domestic
movements due primarily to a cutback
in cattle feeding.
The drop in movements is equal to
260,000 covered-hopper carloads of
grain.
We will still have the traditional
seasonal peak demands for rail cars
and trucks during winter wheat (June
and July) and corn and soybean
(October and November} harvest~.
Peak daily car shortages, even for
these periods, are anticipated to
average less than 1,000 cars for 1975 as
compared to the 20,000 to 30,000 daily
car shortages reported in 1973 and
1974.

Moving grain in '75

Export movements are forecast to
average between 180,000 to 220,000
tons per month; however, if exports
would climb to 250,000 tons per month
or more, peak car shortages. could
increase above the anticipated 1,000
level.
Unless a record crop is experienced,
there could even be surplus rail cars
and trucks around, especially if
producers elect to hold a substantial
amount of their 1975 grain in on-farm
storage.
by Richard K. Rudel
and William F. Payne•
• Assistant professors, Economics Department,
Agricultural Experiment Station.
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Covered- hopper fleet 1s larger
Substantial changes are occurring in
the rail car grain-~arrying fleet. The
basic trend is to phase out the 40-foot
narrow-door boxcars in favor of the
larger capacity covered-hopper cars.
By January 1, 1976, the boxcar fleet is
expected to number 134,515 cars,
which is 26 percent fewer than January
1, 1970. In contrast , the
covered-hopper fleet is forecast to
number 228,500 cars on January 1,
1976, which is~ 42.5 percent increase
in the same 5 ·years. This transition
increases the total carrying capac ity of
the grain-carrying fleet by 25 percent
over 1970.

a round trip from grain elevator to the
terminal market and back to the grain
elevator about three times more
quickly than a single car shipment. A
single car round trip taking 30 days has
been accomplished in only 10 days by a
unit train.

The proportion of boxcars to
covered-hopper cars, measured in
terms of numbers of cars loaded , has
. been completely reversed . In 1970,
boxcars accounted for 62 percent of
grain car' loadings, with covered
hoppers carrying the remaining 38
percent. By 1974, only 38 percent of the
loadings were in boxcars, with covered
hoppers tak ing 62 percent. This trend
will continue during 1975, with
covered-hopper cars gaining another 3
to 4- percent.
·

Covered hoppers are also faster to get
in and out of local elevators. Compared
with boxcars, they need very little
preparation for loading.

Two main factors account for recent
increases in the covered-hopper fleet.
One was the passage of the
Transportation Improvement Act of
1974, which established federal loan
guarantees of $2 billion to help
railroads expand purchases of rail
equipment and facilities. The second
factor is that shippers are buying or
leasing new cars directly from
manufacturers. About·one ou1 of four
covered-hopper cars is owned or
leased by private shippers. -

Another factor improving rail car
utilization is an increase in the average
load size. The average loaded weight
for covered-hopper cars increased
from 3,000 bushels in 1970 to 3,400
bushels in 1974. Boxcar average
loaded weight remained at 2,000
bushels.·

So, with less congestion at ports and
terminals due to declining grain
movements, increased number of
covered-hopper cars and trends
toward unit-train shipments, car
utilization has improved, and is
expected to continue improvement
during 1975.
Rai I car shortages and rai I
abandonments forced many grain
elevators to turn to trucks.
An indication of this is the number of
truck arrivals aJ the Minneapolis
·termirial market. From January
through November, total truck arrivals
increas_ed from 174,409 in 1972 to
208,424 in 1974.
In the past several years, trucks did
respond to fill the shortages of rail

Cars are now used more efficiently
Rolling stock accounts for 50 percent
of the net capital investment in rail
· service, but in a typical freight car
cycle, only 14 percent of the car's time
is spent in line-haul movement. About
42 percent of the time the car is empty.
Nearly two-thirds of the car's cycle is
spent in terminal and switching
operations. Most of these switching
and terminal operations are not
controlled by the car owners, but
involve transfers between competing
railroads.
Some improvements, however, have
been achieved in rail car utilization.
The development of the unit train is
one of these improvements. The train
remains intact throughout the trip to
the port terminals. As a result, unit
trains (50 or more cars) generally make

cars. However, with the substantial
increases in the covered-hopper
rail-car fleet, and with the recent
decline in demand for grain
transportation, trucks may be in excess
supply for the rest of 1975.
A random survey of 25 grain elevator
firms in South Dakota in January of
1975 asked these questions of elevator
managers:
1. Have you experienced any
improvements in track
conditions, rail car equipment, or
service during the past year?
2. Have you added any storage or
loading facilities to your grain
elevator firm since 1973?
3. Are farmers in your area selling
their grain or holding it on their
farms?

4. What are your current
transportation rates for rail and
truck shipments of grain?
Responses indicate that South
Dakota's outlook for grain
transportation is similar to that for the
nation.
Concerning improvements in track
conditions , equipment, and service, 50
percent of the elevator managers
reported that some progress was being
made in their areas. The following is a
sample of the positive responses. " Yes,
the railroad is building a brand new
track so they can handle the heavier
hopper cars." " No new trackage, but
the last four cars 1. received were brand
new hoppers." " Yes, trackage is being
upgraded, no complaints, we have
good service. "
Comments made by the other 50
percent of the managers included:
" Even our best line is in rough shape. "
" No improvements are being made in
my area and we still have poor service
with boxcars, even though we have no
shortage in numbers of cars. "
Nearly all managers of elevators
located on main lines reported some
improvements in facilities and/or
service. Although some of these
managers were located on branch
lines, all reports of no improvement or
deteriorating service came from
managers of elevators on branch lines.
Only two elevator managers reported
additional storage capacity, and just
one manager stated that an improved
loading system had been installed.
Seven managers indicated that due to
reduced crop production in their area
and/or readily available transportation,
they have more empty storage than at
any time during the past several years.
When asked during the January survey
whether producers were selling or
holding grain, managers gave widely
different estimates. The low estimate
was: "Every time there is a price
change in the market farmers get
excited, and many have sold in my
area. As a result, I believe we have only
about 10 percent of the 1974-75 crop
on the farm in our area." The high
estimate: "80 percent of the 1974-75
crop was still on the farm ."
The estimate most often given was that
50 percent of the 1974-75 grain crop
was on the farm.
Holding of this grain reduced the
current demand for transportation;
however, as the harvest for the 1975-76
crop approaches, more of this grain
may move to market and create
additional demands for transportation.
As a result, substantial storage space
could become available on farms. If
recent grain price declines continue,
producers could place much of the
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ne.w crop in storage. If this situation
develops, peak movements of grain
will be less than forecast, and
transportation equipment will be even
less in demand for 1975.
The estimated bushel rates for
shipping wheat from South Dakota to
primary terminal markets are reported
in Figures 1 and 2. Truck rates for
shipping wheat as of January 1975
were about 3 to 4 cents per bushel
lower than 1973 rates, but about 2 to 7
cents per bushel above 1972 rates. Rail
rates increased more during 1974 than
during 1972 or 1973.

Rate (cents/bushel)
35

•

30

25

20

15

10

Comparisons between truck and rail
rates for wheat shipment from selected
South Dakota points to Minneapolis
are shown in Table 1. The comparisons
indicate that January 1975 truck rates
were lower than rail rates for all of the
distances considered in this study. A
similar condition existed in 1972.
During 1973, rail shipments of wheat
were cheaper than truck shipments
except for hauls under 96 miles.
Although some improvements are
being made, South Dakota is faced
with several continuing rail
transportation problems.
For example, 309 miles of Chicago and
Northwestern Transportation
Company track are up for
abandonment. This includes 126 miles
of South Dakota track between
Iroquois, S.D., and Wren, Iowa; 48.2
miles of track from Watertown to
Doland; 71.4 miles of track from
.
Watertown to Stratford; and 63.2 mil.es ·
of South Dakota track between Winner',
S.D., and Norfolk, Nebraska.
The energy shortage might slow the
trend, but abandonments will
continue, even though in compariso·n
to trucks, railroads are at least four
times more efficient in the use of fuel.
Most remaining South Dakota rail lines
are not structurally capable of
handling the large capacity
covered-hopper cars which are part of
the new grain transportation
technology in other states.
Unless South Dakota railroad tracks
are upgraded, the state will be forced
to continue using smaller-capacity
less-efficient boxcars. The costs
involved in upgrading are substantial ,
and it is dou btfu I if either South Dakota
or the railroads could bear the entire
expense.
One suggestion for solving the
problem of light capacity track involves
the federal government purchasing
rights-of-way, upgrading the track, and
leasing it back to the railroads. While
this would be an expensive project, it
might be preferable to federal
ownership and operation of the
nation's railroads.
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• Rate trend fines were obtained from the fo llow ing
equations :
Truck '72 .064 + .00051 D (R 2 = .95)
Truck '73 .115 + .00063 D (R 2= .96)
Truck ' 74 .0886 + .0006 D (R 2= .89) where D is distance in miles

Fig . 1. Truck rates for transporting
wheat from South Dakota country
elevators to primary terminal markets:
1972, 1973, and 1974*
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• Rate trend lines were obtai ned from the following
equations :
Rail '72 .126 + .00037D 2 = .97)
Rail '73 .1 40 + .00037D (R2 = .97)
Rai l '74 .1504 + .00050 (R2 = .965) where D is distance in miles
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Fig. 2. Rail rates for transporting
wheat from South Dakota country
elevators to primary terminal markets :
1972, 1973, and 1974*
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Table 1. Railroad and truck rates for transporting wheat from selected South
Dakota country elevators to Minneapolis·
1972, 1973, and 1974*
1972
City

Brookings
Aberdeen
Ft. Pierre

MIies

204
269
384

20
23
27

1974

1973

(cents/bushel)
Rall
Truck

17
20
26

(cents/bushel)
Truck
Rall

22
24
28

23
28
36

(cents/bushel)
Rall
Truck

25
28
34

21
25
32

• Rates based upon the trend lines given in Figures 1 and 2. Rail and truck distances are approximately equal
between Minneapolis and the towns used in this table. Although these rates were based on the January 1975
survey they had been in effect since the last quarter of 1974.

Trucking cannot provide a year round
alternative to rail shipments because of
spring-tinie weight restrictions, which
reduce the amount of axle weight by
one-third . The U.S. Department of
Transportation has found 37 percent of
South Dakota's roads either deficient
or intolerable *, which means that even
withou t the spring-time restriction,
South Dakota highways are in need of
substantial upgrading. This problem
will become much more severe as rail
abandonment continues.

•

Truckers in South Dakota also may
face additional difficulties because of
the continuation of "truck discounts"
at the terminal markets: Several of the
elevator managers surveyed in January
indicated·'that trucks were still being
discounted by 4 to 20 cents per bushel.
Truck d iscounts means that the
term in al elevator pays less for the same
grain if it is delivered by truck than if it
comes by rail.
The outcome is that the lower
prices eventually seep back to the
grain producer.
Another problem area involves
adjustmerit.s· made by railroads and
truckers in response to changing
market conditions. The fluctuating
truck rates reflect the trucking
industry's exempt position from ICC
rate regulation. This enables truckers

• U.S. Senate Comm ittee on Agriculture & Forestry,
" Prelude to Leg islation to Solve the Growing Crisis
in Ru ral Transportation ," February 10, 1975 .

•

to change their rates in response to
competition from other modes and to
changes in the volume of grain
movement.
The increasing but time-lagged nature
of railroad rate increases reflect
railroads' regulated position and their
inability to adjust rapidly to meet
competition from other modes and to
changing grain marketing conditions.
The volatile rate adjustments by grain
truckers, however, often creates
substantial competition between
truckers. During peak transportation
demand periods., the grain truck supply
expands. When the demand for
transportation serv.ice declines, the
excess truck supply results in rate
cutting, and failure of some trucking
firms. While, in principle, competition
between and within transportation
modes is desirable, situations as
described above can and do result in
misallocation of resources and lead to
coordination problems between and
within modes.
· Adjustments are also expected in
handling and loading facilities of
elevators that use or intend to use
covered-hopper cars. Their
improvements are especially important
if either unit trains or ·multiple-car
shipments of 25 to 50 cars are to be
regularly scheduled and used.
Similar improvements in handling and
loading facilities· may be needed by
elevators that rely heavily upon truck
shipments of grain discounted from 4
to 20 cents per bushel.

Reprinted from South Dakota Farm & Home Research, vol XXVI , no. 1, 1974, Agricultural Experiment Stati on ,_South Dakota State University, Brookings S.D. 57006.
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a repeat performance ? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3
False wireworms were important pests of dryland wheat in the
early part of this century. Farmers changed their cropping
methods, and controlled the insects. Now, however, cropping
methods are changing again, and false wireworms are
threatening.

•

nemas ••••
Most soil living nematodes are harmless. The plant feeders
in this study, however, caused estimated yield losses from
7 to 62%.

5

nature licks her wounds • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • •
She showed us up. She repaired rangeland damaged by sod
webworms faster, more efficiently, and more economically
than man could have done.

10

·moving grain in '7 5 • • . • • • • . • • • . . . • • . • • •
Getting grain out of the field and to market was easier this
year. Here's why.
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